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ABSTRACT
This paper is a survey on the source separation problem,
and on methods used for solving this problem. In a blind
context, i.e. without information about the sources but their
mutual independence, methods are based on Independent
Component Analysis (ICA). On the contrary, using priors
on sources, one can developed semi-blind approaches which
are very efficient and often much more simpler. Current advances aim to take into account various priors like positivity
or sparsity. This paper will finish with sketches of source
separation applications which will give practical examples.
1. INTRODUCTION
Source separation consists in retrieving unknown signals,
s = (s1 (t), . . . , sn (t))T , which are observed through unknown mixture of them. Denoting the observations x(t) =
(x1 (t), . . . , xp (t))T , one can write :
x(t) = A(s(t)), t =, . . . , T,

(1.1)

where A(.) denotes the unknown mixture, a function from
Rn to Rp . If the number of observations p is greater or equal
to the number of sources, n, the main idea for separating the
sources is to estimate a transform B(.) which inverses the
mixture A(.), and, without extra effort, provides estimates
of the unknown sources.
Of course, without other assumptions, this problem cannot be solved. Basically, it is necessary to have priors about
• the nature of the mixtures: it is very important to
chose a separating transform B(.) suited to the mixture transform A(.),
• the sources: sources properties - even weak - are necessary for driving the B(.) estimation.
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Because of the very weak assumptions, the problem is
referred as blind source separation (BSS), and the method
based on the property of source independence has been called independent component analysis (ICA) [1, 2].
In fact, one often has priors on signals. A natural idea
is then to add these priors in the model, for simplifying or
improving the separation methods.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall usual assumptions of blind source separation, and principles of ICA. Section 3 is devoted to Gaussian non iid sources. In Section 4, we show that priors like discrete-valued
or bounded sources lead to simple geometrical algorithms.
In Section 5, we briefly present a few applications, before a
short conclusion (Section 6).
2. BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION
Source separation methods have been developed intensively
for linear mixtures, instantaneous as well as convolutive,
and more recently by a few researchers for nonlinear mixtures. In the most general case, the only assumption done on
the sources is that they are statistically independent. From
Darmois’s result [3], one deduces that this problem has no
solution for mutually independent Gaussian sources, with
temporally independent and identically distributed (iid) samples. Then, since the Gaussian iid model has no solution,
one must add priors, which are threefold [4]:
• Non Gaussian iid,
• Gaussian but non temporally independent (the first i
of iid is relaxed), i.e. temporally correlated,
• Gaussian, but non identically distributed (id of iid is
relaxed), i.e. non stationary sources.
2.1. Existence of ICA solutions
Initially, even if it was not clearly stated [5], the problem has
been related to the non Gaussian iid model, and has been

refered to as blind source separation (BSS). The non Gaussian property appears clearly in the Comon’s theorem [2]
for linear mixtures.
Theorem 2.1 Let x = As be a p-dimension regular mixture of mutually independent random variables, with at most
one Gaussian, y = Bx has mutually independent components iff BA = PD, where P and D are permutation and
diagonal matrices, respectively.
This theorem is only based on the independence of random variables. The independence criterion involves (explicitly or implicitly) higher order (than 2) statistics, but does
not take into account the order of samples. It means that the
iid assumption is not required, it is just a default assumption: consequently, ICA methods can be applied for iid as
well as for not iid sources, but it does not work for Gaussian
sources.
Moreover, the theorem points out that the sources cannot be exactly estimated, but only up to a scale and a permutation. These are the typical undeterminacies1 of source
separation in linear mixtures.

2.2. Independence criteria
Assuming that the output signals have probability density
functions (pdf), mutual independence of y means that:
py (y1 , . . . , yp ) =

n
Y

pyi (yi ),

(2.1)

i=1

where pY (y1 , . . . , yp ) denotes the joint density of the random vector Y and pYi (yi ) denotes the marginal density of
the random variable Yi . Of course, measuring independence
with Eq. (2.2) is not very convenient since it concerns multivariate functions. A classical (in statistics) divergence measure between two distributions, p and q, of the same random
variables, u1 , . . . , up , is the Kullback-Leibler divergence:
Z
p(u1 , . . . , up )
du1 . . . dup .
KL(p||q) = p(u1 , . . . , up )
q(u1 , . . . , up )
(2.2)
One can shown that the Kullback-Leibler divergence is positive and equals to zero if and only if p = q. Applying this
measure the the joint and the marginal density leads to an
independence measure:
KL(py ||

n
Y

py i ) =

i=1

Z
1 it

py (y1 , . . . , yp )
py (y1 , . . . , yp ) Qn
dy1 . . . dyp .
i=1 pyi (yi )

also means that the mixture A cannot be blindly identified

(2.3)

In that case, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is positive and
vanishes if and only if the random vector Y has statistically
independent components. This measure is also related to the
mutual information (MI) usual in information theory [6]:
KL(py ||

n
Y

pyi ) = I(y),

(2.4)

i=1

which can be expressed using joint differential and marginal
entropies, H(y) = −E[log(py )] and H(yi ) = −E[log(pyi )]
respectively, as:
I(y) =

p
X

H(yi ) − H(y).

(2.5)

i=1

The main drawback of MI is that it requires estimation of
joint and marginal densities. However, since y = B(x)
where B is supposed invertible, MI can be written as:
I(y) =

p
X

H(yi ) − H(x) + log |JB |,

(2.6)

i=1

where JB denotes the Jacobian of the transform B. With this
trick, since H(x) is a constant with respect of the inverse
transform B, one notes that, up to this constant, estimation
of I(y) requires only marginal pdf estimations in the terms
H(yi ). The direct minimization of the MI, with respect of
the parameters of the transform B, equivalent to minimization of I(y) − H(x) and based on accurate estimations of
marginal pdf (for instance, using kernel estimates) has been
used by a few authors [2, 7, 8, 9, 10]. This approach may
be shown to provide asymptotically a Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimation of the source signals [11]. Moreover, as explained in the next subsections, many simple criteria can be
derived from MI, with approximate pdf estimates.

2.3. A few simple criteria derived from MI minimization
2.3.1. Cancelling nonlinear cross-correlations
Indendence can also be expressed as suggested by Papoulis
[12], using nonlinear decorrelations [13, 14, 15, 16]. For instance, in [13], source separation is achieved by cancelling
the cross-correlations:
E[f (yi )g(yj )], ∀i 6= j,

(2.7)

where f and g are different odd functions. In fact, for linear
mixtures (i.e. if A and B are matrices), deriving the MI
leads to similar estimation equations:
E[ψyi (yi )yj ] = 0, ∀i 6= j,

(2.8)

where ψyi = −∂ log pyi (u)/∂u is the score function. This
result gives the optimal nonlinear functions with respect to
MI minimization.

2.3.2. Expansion of pdf

• C(Ay) ≤ C(y),

Simpler estimates of pdf lead to simpler criteria, which, although they only approximate independence, can also lead
to source separation. For instance, 4-th order Gram-Charlier
or Edgeworth expansions provide criteria involving 4-th order cumulants [17, 18].

• C(Ay) = C(y), if and only if A = DP where D
and P are a diagonal matrix and a permutation matrix, respectively.

2.3.3. MI and non-Gaussianity
Finally, for linear mixtures, one can derive other families
of algorithms by considering particular factorizations of the
inverse transform, which is a matrix G. Due to the scale
indeterminacy, one can look for unit variance source and a
usual idea is to factorize G = UW, where W is a whitening matrix and U is an orthogonal matrix. After estimating W such that E[(Wx)(Wx)T ] = I with second order
statistics, one can estimate (with higher order statistics) U
by minimizing MI. Denoting z = Wx, the MI becomes :
I(y) =

p
X

H(yi ) − H(z) + log | det U|.

(2.9)

i=1

Since U is an orthogonal matrix, the last term equals 0, and
minimizing MI is equivalent to minimizing the marginal
entropy of yi . For unit variance signals (as the yi ’s), the
entropy is maximum for Gaussian sources: consequently,
minimizing the MI is equivalent to look for sources as nonGaussian as possible [19, 20].
2.3.4. Infomax
Applying nonlinear transform φj in the output yj of the separation structure B so that zj = φj (yj ) are uniformly distributed2 in [0, 1], one can write:
X
H(zj )−H(z) = −H(z)+cte, (2.10)
I(z) = I(y) =
j

since (1) φj (yj ) are invertible and (2) the entropies of yj ,
uniformly distributed in [0, 1], are constant. Then, minimizing I(y) is equivalent to minimize I(z) or to maximize the
joint entropy H(z). It is the Infomax principles introduced
in [21].
2.4. Contrast functions
The concept of contrast function is another generic approach
for designing simple criteria. Inspired by Donoho’s work
on blind deconvolution [22], constrast functions for source
separation have been introduced by Comon [2].
Definition 2.1 A function C(y) of the random vector y is a
contrast function if it satisfies the following conditions:
2 φ (y ) is then the cumulative density function of the random variable
j j
yj . Note also that this function is invertible

As examples, the opposite of MI is a contrast, as well as
many criteria derivedPfrom MI: H(z), the opposite of nonGaussianity, i.e. − j H(yj ), the joint entropy H(z) in
(2.10) are contrast functions.
2.5. Source separation in other mixtures
More complicated mixing systems have also been studied in
the literature.
For example, in (linear) convolutive mixtures, the mixing model is x(n) = B0 x(n)+B1 x(n−1)+· · ·+Bp x(n−
p) = [B(z)]x(n), which has been shown [23] to be separable.
Nonlinear mixtures are not in general separable [24].
A practically important case of nonlinear mixtures is Post
Nonlinear (PNL) mixtures [25], in which a linear mixture
is followed by nonlinear sensors. It has been shown that
PNL mixtures are separable using statistical independence,
too [25, 26, 27], with the same undeterminacies than linear
mixtures.
However, if some weak prior information about the source
signals is available, then the performance of the source separation algorithms may be significantly improved. Thus,
these methods are not ‘Blind’ but ‘Semi-Blind’. In the next
sections of this paper, some of most frequently used priors
have been considered.
3. SEPARATION OF NON IID SOURCES
Suppose that we know that the source samples are not iid,
i.e. that sources are temporally correlated, or non stationary.
3.1. Separation of correlated sources
Several approaches have been proposed for separating correlated sources [28, 29, 30]. Pham and Garat [31] showed
that time-correlated Gaussian sources can be separated provided than their spectra are different. In that case, the separation can be achieved by estimating a separation matrix B
which minimizes the criterion
C(B) =

L
X

wl off(BR̂(τl )BT ),

(3.1)

l=1

where wl are weighting coefficients, off(.) is a measure of
deviation from diagonality, which is positive and vanishes
iff (.) is diagonal and which satisfies:
off(R) = KL(R || diagR),

(3.2)

where KL(Ri || Rj ) denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence of two zero mean multivariate normal densities, with
variance-covariance matrices Ri and Rj , and diagR is the
diagonal matrice composed by diagonal entries of R and
zeros elsewhere.
The criterion (3.1) involves a set of variance-covariance
matrices with various delays τl : R̂(τl ) = Ê[y(t−τl )y(t)T ],
where Ê[.] is estimated using an empirical mean. Basically,
minimizing this criterion is equivalent to estimate the separation matrix B which diagonalizes jointly the set of the
variance-covariance matrices. This approach has a few advantages:
• it only requires second-order statistics,
• it can then separate Gaussian sources,
• there exist many very fast and efficient algorithms for
jointly diagonalizing matrices [32, 33].

3.2. Separation of nonstationary sources
Source nonstationarity has been first used by Matsuoka et
al. [34]. More recently, Pham et Cardoso developed a
rigourous formalization, and proved that nonstationary Gaussian sources can be separated provided than the variance
ratios σi2 (t)/σj2 (t) are not constant. In that case, the separation can be achieved by estimating a separation matrix B
which minimizes the criterion
C(B) =

L
X

wl off(BR̂l BT ),

(3.3)

l=1

where we use the same notations than in the previous subsection. In Eq. (3.3), matrices R̂l are variance-covariance
matrices estimated by empirical mean on successive sample
blocks Tl . Among a few algorithms, the separation matrix
B can be computed as the matrix which jointly diagonalizes
the set of the variance-covariance matrices Rl .
The method has the same advantages than the method
exploiting the temporal correlation.
Moreover, it can be easily extended to linear convolutive mixtures, considered in the frequency domain. In fact,
after Fourier transform, in each frequency band the signal
tends to be close to a Gaussian signal, and consequently the
method based on non Gaussian iid model are not efficient.
Conversely, if the source is non stationary, one can extend
the above algorithm in the frequency domain. This idea provides a very efficient method for speech signal [35].

4. GEOMETRICAL METHODS FOR SOURCE
SEPARATION
4.1. Bounded sources
Suppose we know that all the sources are bounded. This
simple prior leads to simple geometrical interpretations and
methods for source separation (firstly introduced in [36]).
Consider, for example, separating two sources from two
mixtures. Because of the scale indeterminacy, the mixing
matrix may be assumed to be of the form:
µ
¶
1 a
A=
(4.1)
b 1
where a and b are constants to be estimated from the observed signals. Since the sources are bounded, the Probability Density Function (PDF) of each source has a bounded
support, i.e. pi (si ) (the PDF of the ith source) is non-zero
only inside an interval αi < si < βi . Then, the joint PDF
ps (s) = p1 (s1 )p2 (s2 ) is non-zero only in the rectangular
region {(s1 , s2 ) | α1 < s1 < β1 , α2 < s2 < β2 }. Consequently, if we have ‘enough samples’ (s1 (n), s2 (n)) from
the sources, they form a rectangular region in the s-plane
(see Fig. 1.a). This rectangle will be transformed, by the
linear transformation x = As, into a parallelogram and the
slopes of the borders of this parallelogram determine a and
b (Fig. 1.b).
The above idea may be even generalized for separating
PNL mixtures [37]: in a PNL mixture, the parallelogram of
Fig. 1.b is again transformed, by ‘component-wise’ nonlinearities (corresponding to sensor nonlinearities), into a nonlinear region (Fig. 1.c). It has been proved [37] that if this
nonlinear region is transformed again into a parallelogram
by ‘component-wise’ nonlinearities, the sensor nonlinearities have been completely compensated. An iterative algorithm is then proposed in [37] for estimating the borders and
inverting them.
4.2. Sparse sources
Geometrical ideas are specially useful for separating sparse
sources, i.e. sources for which the probability of a sample to be large is very close to 0. Consequently, for sparse
sources, the joint probability that a sample (s1 (n), s2 (n)) is
observed at the borders of the rectangular region of Fig. 1.a
is very low, and hence we cannot rely on estimating the borders of the parallelogram of Fig. 1.b for source separation.
However, for these sources, two ‘axes’ (parallel to the borders of the parallelogram) are easily visible, and their slopes
again determine the mixing matrix (see Fig. 2.a and 2.b, obtained from synthetic sparse signals). Moreover, for sparse
sources, two new important advantages may be obtained:
1. Contrary to the traditional geometrical algorithm, it is
easy to generalize the above geometric idea to higher
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Fig. 1. Distribution of a) source samples, b) observation
samples in linear mixtures, observation samples in Post nonlinear (PNL) mixtures.
dimensions (i.e separating n sources from n mixtures)
[38].
2. Sparsity enables to estimate the mixing matrix (and
even recovering the sources) in the underdetermined
case, that is, where there is less sensors than sources [39]. Consider, for example the case of 3 sources and 2 sensors (Fig. 2.c). Three ‘axes’ are visible in this scatter plot, and they correspond to the 3
columns of the mixing matrix. This is because x =
s1 a1 +s2 a2 +s3 a3 , where ai ’s are the columns of the
mixing matrix, and consequently the axes of Fig. 2.c
(which correspond to the instances where 2 among
the 3 sources are nearly zero) are in the directions of
ai ’s. This idea can be directly generalized to more
number of sources and sensors.

Fig. 2. Distribution of a) two sparse sources, (b) mixture of
two sparse sources, (c) mixture of three sparse sources.

In that case, since the mixing model (the matrix A in
linear mixtures) is not invertible, note that source separation requires generally two distinct steps: identification of
the mixing matrix A and source restoration under the constraint of the mixing model. The second step is generally
much more complex and basic algorithms are based on linear programming. A main restriction of the above idea for
identifying the mixing matrix in underdetermined case, is
that it is implicitly assumed that, most of the times, there
is just one ‘active’ (i.e. high-energy) source. The expected
number of active sources at each instant is nP , where n is
the number of sources, and P is the probability of a source
being active (small by sparsity assumption). When nP is
large (e.g. because of a large P ) the above idea fails. A
solution to this problem has been proposed in [40].
Moreover, from the above geometric ideas, it is visually
seen that for separating sparse sources, the independence

of source signals is of minor importance. In fact, even this
assumption may be dropped, leading to the name Sparse
Component Analysis (SCA).
4.3. Discrete-valued sources
Another prior used in some applications, especially in digital communications [41, 42, 43, 44] is that the sources are
discrete (e.g. binary or k-valued), and the observations are
continuous mixtures of them. Since the discrete sources are
also bounded, the methods for separating bounded sources
may be used for separating these mixtures, too. However,
they can be modified to gain more advantages (e.g. simplicity, accuracy, or considering noisy mixtures). Moreover, for
underdetermined mixtures of discrete sources, it is possible
to identify and even recover the sources (much easier than
for sparse sources). This can be seen by having in mind
a geometrical interpretation like the previous section. Furthermore, for discrete sources, even the independence assumption may be dropped [42].
In [42], a geometrical approach (similar to what is presented in the previous section) is presented for separating
discrete (k-valued) sources, in which the independence of
the sources is not required. A Maximum Likelihood method
for separating these mixtures (which works for underdetermined mixtures, too) has been proposed in [41], in which, it
is assumed that the source distribution, too, is known a priori. The case of binary valued sources has been considered
in [44] and a method based on creating virtual observations
has been proposed. The same authors have proposed a solution based on a polynomial criterion [45] for PSK communication sources. In [43] the underdetermined BSS problem
has been considered in a general case, and then a solution
has been proposed for the case of discrete sources. An extension to the case of Post-Nonlinear mixtures, where the
source alphabet (except its size) is not known a priori, is
considered in [46].

4.4. Sparsifying the observations
In the two previous subsections, sparsity is evidently a source
property. More generally, and it will be explained in details
in [47], we can apply a sparsifying transform S, which preserves the linearity of the mixing model and transforms observations x in new sparse (or sparser) observations: S(x) =
S(As) = AS(s), i.e. x̃ = As̃. Hence, in the transformed domain 3 , methods exploiting sparsity can be used
for estimating the sources s̃. Then, applying the inverse of
the sparsifying transform, S −1 , provides source estimation:
ŝ = S −1 (s̃).
3 e.g.

wavelet or time-frequency domains

5. APPLICATIONS
In fact, the main interest of source separation problem is to
be relevant in many application domains, providing than we
have multi-dimensional observations. In the simplest case,
this diversity is spatial and is obtained by using many sensors. Then, for providing efficient solutions, as for any estimation problem, one has to choose carefully the following
ingredients:
• the model of mixture, i.e. what is the relationship
between the observations, x, and the sources, s,
• the criterion: is source independence relevant ? have
the sources other properties that could be used: temporal coloration, non-stationarity, sparsity, discree values, etc.?
• the optimization algorithm.
In the following, we only consider the two first ingredients,
that we discuss briefly in the framework of a few applications.

5.1. Biomedical applications
In electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG)
or magnetoencephalogram (MEG) signal processing, one
uses a large set of electrodes (from 10 in ECG to more than
100 in EEG and MEG), and the signals received on the electrodes is related to the electric or magnetic fields due to the
electrical activity of heart or neurones. The propagation in
the biological tissues is very fast and linear instantaneous
mixtures are relevant models:
x(t) = As(t).

(5.1)

Independence assumption is generally true, but the nature of
signals suggests to use other priors: for instance, ECG are
sparse signals, and most of the biological signals are temporally correlated and non-stationary. Results obtained show
that source separation is very efficient, for extracting artifacts [48, 49] or sources of interest, like ECG of the foetus
[50, 51, 52].
5.2. Communications
In digital mobile communications, received signals are corrupted by multi-path propagation of a unique source, or by
sources in a multi-user context. Then, blind equalization or
source separation is an essential step in the signal processing. Basically, the mixture model must take into account the
propagation, and is a convolutive model:
x(k) = [A(z)]s(k),

(5.2)

where k denotes discrete time and A(z) denotes the matrix
of filters in the z-domain. Signals coming from different
users can be assumed to be statistically independent, and the
iid assumption is relevant, too. However, it is very efficient
to take into account the discrete nature of signals [44, 53,
46], or cyclostationarity [54]: it allows (1) to achieve better
performance, even in noisy environments and (2) eventually
to separate more sources than sensors.
5.3. Audio and music
Basically, in audio (speech and music) applications, the mixture model is convolutive for taking into account the sound
propagation. Generally, methods proposed in the time domain are very intricated [], especially since realistic filters
require a large number of taps. The most efficient approach
consider the problem in the frequency domain, after applying a short term Fourier transform on the observations x(k).
Hence, the difficult convolutive problem in the time domain
is transformed in many simple instantaneous problems, one
for each frequency band . The main problem is to cancel the
permutation undeterminacy, which exists at each frequency
and corrupts the wide band source reconstruction [35].
Source separation has been used for speech enhancement [55, 35] and for music separation, exploiting for instance the music or speech sparsness in the time-frequency
domain [56, 57]. The general framework of Bayesian approaches can also be used for music instrument separation
even in mono recordings [56]. In this section, we show how
visual information can enhanced speech separation.
In the two next subsections, we show tha speech (linear
instantaneous or convolutive) mixtures, x(t) can be completed by the video recording of the speaker (of interest)
face, V (t0 ), sampled at 20ms. Moreover, it allows to extract
one speech signal4 , the one associated to the visual cue.
5.3.1. Extraction based on audio-video spectrum estimation
The basic idea is to use the simple visual cue, V (t0 ) =
[h(t0 ), w(t0 )]T associated to the height, h(t0 ), and the width,
w(t0 ), lip opening, for estimating a rough estimation of the
speech spectrum of the speaker. Since lip motions are related to sounds but present ambiguities, from a set of audiovisual data, we first estimated (with learning) a probabilistic
audio-visual model. Then, by maximizing the audio-video
likelihood by the EM algorithm, we can extract the audio
source associated to the video. This method have been compared to Jade [32] and is much more efficient. It has mainly
two advantages:
• it is very efficient for low SNR,
4 instead

separation of all the sources as usual in source separation

• it select the source of interest among all the sources.
The method can be extended for convolutive mixtures,
in the frequency domain. In that case, a similar approach
is done in each frequency band. Moreover, the video information is also very efficient for cancelling the permutation
indeterminacies. [58, 59]
5.3.2. Extraction based on voice visual activity (VVA) detection
Another idea is to use the video signal for detecting the
voice activity. As a simple idea, we claim that, on the frame
t0 , there is voice activity if the lip motion is greater than a
threshold, i.e. if:
¯ ¯
¯
¯
¯ ∂h(t0 ) ¯ ¯ ∂w(t0 ) ¯
0
¯
¯.
¯
¯
+
(5.3)
vva(t ) = ¯
∂t0 ¯ ¯ ∂t0 ¯

For avoiding noisy estimations, the actual VVA is decided
after smoothing on the T previous frames:
VVA(t0 ) =

T
X

ak vva(t0 − k),

(5.4)

k=0

where ak are the coefficients of a truncated first-order IIR
low-pass filter. This visual voice activity detector is very
efficient for cancelling permutation indeterminacies in frequency domain source separation algorithms for convolutive mixtures [60].
5.4. Sensor arrays
Any set of sensors receiving mixture of signals can be enhanced using source separation methods. This idea have
been applied in many domains. For instance, for monitoring dam motion, one can measure the deviation to verticality
with plumblines distributed along the wall of the dam. The
model of observations assumes that the deviation is a linear
mixture of the water level, of the temperature and of other
unexpected signals (sismic motions, aging of the dam, etc.),
which can be separated using ICA algorithms [61].
Source separation can also be used for enhancing the
performance of sensors array. For instance, with Silicon
Hall effect sensor array, one can improve the selectivity of
the sensor and process simultaneously a few signals [62],
even with very close sensors (a few hundredths of micrometers) on integrated circuits.
Source separation can also be applied to chemical ISFET sensor array [63], usefull for environmental applications (water pollution). In that case, the mixture model is
much more complex, since the output (drain) current of each

ISFET sensor is a nonlinear mixture of the different chemical species:
X
¡
z /z ¢
Id = A + B ln ai +
kij aj i j ,
(5.5)
j

where A and B are constant depending of technological and
geometrical parameters of the ISFET transistor, kij is the
sensor sensitivity to secondary ions, ai and zi are activity
and valence of the ion i, respectively. Of course, parameters
A, B and kij vary from a sensor to another one, and source
separation methods can exploit this spatial diversity.
The mixture model (5.5) is nothing but a Post-Nonlinear
(PNL) mixture, in fact simplified since the nonlinearity is
known (log function with unknwon parameters). With these
priors, adaptation of algorithms for PNL mixtures is easy
and provides good separation performance [63].
5.5. Sparse decompositions

discrete sources leads to geometrical algorithms. It is also
possible to exploit other informations like positivity of sources or to add a visual cue to enhance speech processing.
Two very interesting approaches, which provide a general framework, are the Bayesian ICA which is able to take
into account any priors, and the Sparse Component Analysis, which both exploits the data sparsity and looks for
sparse representations. These two approaches are explained
in details in the survey papers of A. Mohammad-Djafari
[69] and Gribonval and Lesage [47].
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